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Competition between carrier concentration and effective temperature effects on the dielectric
function of a degenerate semiconductor in a spectral range near its fundamental absorption edge is
suggested as a mechanism for regenerative pulsations in a stationary pumped optical etalon. The
origin of self-pulsations is similar to that in a bistable etalon with competing concentration and
thermal optical nonlinearities, but, due to its purely electronic nature, the proposed mechanism
provides a way for a much higher repetition frequency, probably in the GHz range. The model of
the phenomenon and modeling examples are all related to a Fabry–Perot resonator filled with the
bulk n1- In0.53Ga0.47As as an active medium. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~97!02817-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known, that a stationary pumped optic
bistable device can be made to pulsate, provided its ove
optical nonlinearity ~ON! results from two competing
mechanisms with considerably different time-constants.1 Al-
though this is quite a common phenomenon, not restricted
any particular type of device nor mechanism of ON, m
foregoing studies,2–7 including ours,4–7 refer to a semicon-
ductor etalon with electronic and thermal dispersive non
earities. In that case, carrier concentration, due to band fil
in a narrow band gap semiconductor like InSb3–7 or weak-
ening of free-exciton resonance in a wide band gap semic
ductor like GaAs,2 and lattice temperature both effect th
near absorption edge refractive index, but in opposite m
ners. The former plays the role of the fast variable resp
sible for optical bistability, while slow variation of the latte
prevents either state from being stable, that ultimately res
in the regenerative oscillations. An ability of such a syst
to selfpulsate has been shown experimentally,2,3 in particu-
lar, monostable pulse generation and multiple oscillat
mode regime in a stationary pumped InSb etalon have b
observed.6,7 The characteristic frequency of the regenerat
oscillations, limited by a relaxation of the slower variable,
a semiconductor etalon with the competing electronic a
thermal nonlinearities, is determined by the lattice cool
time and usually lies in a range below 1 MHz. In fact, the
are too low frequencies for application in all-optical clo
systems,8 pulse generators,9 etc. Increase of the frequenc
within the same scheme of regenerative oscillations requ

a!On leave from the Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of
Russian Academy of Sciences, 11 Mokhovaya, 103907 Moscow, Ru
Electronic mail: v.i.tolstikhin@ele.tue.nl
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that the slow thermal ON is replaced by a faster one. He
carrier heating combined with carrier generation under
band filling conditions are suggested as alternative pair of
competingpurely electronicmechanisms of ON, assumin
that carrier cooling is a much faster process than carrier
combination. The frequency of self-pulsations is then de
mined by the carrier lifetime which provides a way for in
creasing it toward the GHz range.

II. MODEL OF A SEMICONDUCTOR ETALON

Bearing in mind the prospects of the future utilizatio
consider the epitaxial Fabry–Perot resonator formed b
heavily dopedn1In0.53Ga0.47As layer grown on a quarter
wave stack of alternative SiO2–Si layers, as a dielectric bot
tom mirror.10 With the upper surface of a semiconduct
layer or another quarter-wave stack as a top mirror, the
vice operates in a reflection mode@see insertion in Fig. 3~b!#.
Let this semiconductor etalon be stationary and uniform
pumped with a monochromatic radiation at a frequencyv
corresponding to interband transitions into the states be
the Fermi level, assumed to be well above the bottom of
conduction band. Light absorption results from the direct
terband and indirect~impurity, carrier, and phonon assistan!
intraband transitions, which effect both the concentration a
energy distribution of the charge carriers. Since the interb
absorption is reduced by the band filling, optical generat
is relatively weak and, hence, the electron concentration,Ne ,
does not differ significantly from its dark value, equal to t
concentration of donors,N0 , while the hole concentration
Nh , is low as compared to these two. High concentration
free carriers assures quasineutrality, i.e.,Ne , N0, andNh are
connected by the equation:Ne5N0 1 Nh . Also due to the
high concentration, electrons can be considered

e
ia.
202323/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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thermalized on all the actual time scales and so their ene
distribution is characterized by the effective temperature,Te ,
different from the crystal temperature,T0 , assumed
constant.11 Heavy holes, contrary to light electrons, are su
posed to be in the equilibrium with the crystal lattice a
they are described by the temperatureT0 . Distribution ofNh

andTe along the axis of the vertical cavity is nearly hom
geneous, provided damping of the light beam in a single p
through the semiconductor layer is weak, while the hole d
fusion and electron thermal conductivity lengths both
long compared to the period of a standing lightwave. W
assume these conditions are met. Moreover, in this article
restrict ourselves by considering only the homogeneous
tributions also in the plane of the semiconductor layer, le
ing the transversal effects4,5 to an additional study. Then, th
description of the semiconductor etalon is reduced to
following two rate equations:

dNh

dt
5acvh

I i

\v
1G2R, ~1!

dWe

dt
5~acvDcv1acDc!

hI i

\v
1Q2P. ~2!

Here,We is the density of electron energy,acv and ac are
the coefficients of the interband and intra~conduction! band
absorption, Dcv and Dc are the characteristic energie
yielded in the electron gas as a result of a single event of
interband and intraband absorption;h is the ratio of the in-
ternal light intensity, averaged over the cavity, to the inte
sity of incident radiation,I i ; G, and Q are the carrier and
energy generation rates apart from the optical pump,R andP
are the rates of hole recombination and electron energy
laxation, respectively. Generally, stimulated emission in
spectral range belowv but above«g/\, where«g is the band
gap of a semiconductor material, also can contribute to
rates of change in the carrier concentration and density
energy, provided the inversion of carrier population, cau
by the optical pump, results in a gain of the resonator mo
that compensates their radiation losses. However, assu
the cavity length as reasonably short and hence the radia
losses as too high, in the present study we neglect stimul
emission effects.

All the values in Eqs.~1! and~2!, except withI i , should
be expressed in terms ofNh (Ne) andTe . This requires that
certain assumptions are made with respect to the band s
ture, light-carrier interaction, and charge carrier relaxat
processes.

For the band structure, a simple two parabolic ba
model that accounts only for the centralG-valley electrons
and heavy holes is used throughout. Thus, the electron
sity of energy is determined byWe51.5Te:cF3/2(je), where
:c(Te) is the temperature-dependent density of states in
conduction band,F3/2 is the Fermi–Dirac integral of the
order 3/2, andje is the electron chemical potential, norma
ized to the effective temperature,Te , hereafter measured i
the energy units.je is related to Ne and Te as Ne

5:c(Te)F1/2(je). By using this equation, the derivativ
dWe /dt is expressed as
2024 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 5, 1 September 1997
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dWe

dt
5cTTe

dNe

dt
1cNNe

dTe

dt
, ~3!

where

cT51.5F1/2~je!/F21/2~je!

and

cN51.5 @2.5F3/2~je!/F1/2~je!2cT#.

For the direct interband transitions, taking into account fr
carrier screening of the Coulomb interaction and consider
only the spectral range above«g/\, excitonic effects are ne
glected and the absorption coefficientacv is then given by a
single-particle approximation:

acv5AcvF «g

\vS 12
«g

\v D G1/2

@12 f e~«e!2 f h~«h!#. ~4!

Here, Acv is a normalization constant, proportion
to the squared matrix element of momentum,f j (« j )5@1
1exp(«jTj2jj)#

-1 is the occupation probability for electron~
j 5e! and hole ~j 5h! states at the energye j

5 (meh /mj )(\v2«g), wheremj , j 5 e,h is the effective
mass of electron or heavy hole andmeh5~1/me 1 1/mh)-1 is
the reduced effective mass of the electron-hole pair. The
ergy Dcv in Eq. ~2! is then equal to the energy of photog
nerated electrons,«e .

Regarding the indirect intraband transitions, their con
bution to the optical absorption, as computed by the seco
order perturbation theory, is a result of summation over
relevant mechanisms of electron scattering. By taking i
account the impurity, heavy hole and LO-phonon scatteri
the coefficient of intraband absorption can be written do
as12,13

ac5
:c~Te!

A2p
E

0

` duu

~u1us!
2

3 lnH 11exp@je1d2~u1d2u21!/2#

11exp@je2d2~u1d2u21!/2#J
3~s Id

1/21sLOd21/2u!. ~5!

Here,us is a parameter that accounts for free-carrier scre
ing; d5\v/2Te ; s I}Ne(\v)-7/2 andsLO}(\v)-5/2 are the
characteristic absorption cross-sections related to
impurity—heavy hole and LO-phonon contributions, respe
tively. In the limit of a high optical frequency and stron
degeneracy,d @je@1 and d@us , Eq. ~5! reduces toac

5(s I1sLO)Ne . The total absorption coefficienta5acv
1ac is given by the sum of expressions~4! and ~5!. The
latter is written down within an accuracy ofV/v! 1, where
V is the LO phonon frequency, which allows one to assu
Dc'\v in Eq. ~2!.

Due to a strong frequency dispersion, in the spec
range near the fundamental absorption band, any variat
of a are reflected in the variations of the refractive indexn
and a corresponding change in the propagation constanb
5nv/c. So far as in our model the absorption coefficient i
function of the carrier concentrations and effective tempe
ture and does not depend on the optical field directly,
Tolstikhin, Grigor’yants, and van de Roer
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conventional Kramers–Kronig transformation can be use
connect variations ofb and a, produced by change in
Nh,Ne , andTe :

db5
p

v
PE

0

` dv8

v822v2 @a~v8,Nh ,Ne ,Te!

2a~v8,0,N0 ,T0!#2
2pe2Nh

n0mehvc
, ~6!
n
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towhere the last term, withn0 as the lattice refractive index
takes into account the plasma effect.

Concerning the description of the radiation inside t
cavity, by assuming the inequalitiesad!1!bd, whered is
the thickness of the semiconductor layer, we use the m
field approximation which results in the following relation
ships for the earlier introduced parameter,h, and the net
reflectivity of the etalon,r:14
h5
@exp~ad/2!1rbexp~2ad/2!#~12r t!

@exp~ad/2!2Ar trbexp~2ad/2!#214Ar trbsin2~f01dbd!
~7!

r5
@Ar texp~ad/2!2Arbexp~2ad/2!#214Ar trbsin2~f01dbd!

@exp~ad/2!2Ar trbexp~2ad/2!#214Ar trbsin2~f01dbd!
, ~8!
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wheref0 is the initial ~dark! phase, considered as a give
parameter,r t andrb are the reflection coefficients of the to
and bottom mirrors, respectively.

Generation apart from the optical pump, which in fact
the thermal generation, plays no role in a heavily dop
semiconductor and, therefore, it is ignored; i.e.,G50.
Among the possible recombination mechanisms, the m
important in a narrow band gap semiconductor like InGa
with a very high concentration of electrons and relative
low concentration of holes, is the CHCC Auger process
which two electrons and one heavy hole are involved, wit
recombination rate given by15

R'C
F3/2~je!

F1/2~je!

Te

T0
Ne

2Nh , ~9!

where C is the characteristic constant, normalized to t
equilibrium temperature. Every event of the CHCC Aug
recombination results in a rise of the energy of the elect
gas amounting to the band gap energy,«g . This process is
considered here as the only mechanism for energy gener
apart from the optical pump and, hence,Q5«gR.

The last thing to be defined with respect to Eqs.~1! and
~2! is the rate of the electron energy relaxation,P. It is as-
sumed to be caused mostly by the inelastic LO-phonon s
tering that is typical for the polar III-V semiconductors.16

Then, as is clear from the experimental data17 and theoretical
studies,18 including ours,19 nonequilibrium phonon effects
play an important role in cooling of the high-density electr
gas. This is due to the intensive generation of LO-phon
by hot electrons, which disturbs the equilibrium phonon d
tribution and ultimately results in a relaxation of the coupl
hot electron-LO-phonon system as a single whole. On a t
scale longer than the LO-phonon spontaneous emission t
around 0.1–0.2 ps, the energy relaxation rate, which ta
into account both the free-carrier screening and phonon n
equilibrium effects, is19
d
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P5
\V

tV
~ f Ve 2 f V0!S \V

pTe
D 1/2

:c~Te!E
0

` duu

~u1us!
2

3 lnF11
f e~«V!

f Ve
G nVD

nVD1nVE
. ~10!

Here, tV is the characteristic relaxation time;f V e

5@exp(\V/Te)21#21, f V 05@exp(\V/T0)21#21, and f e(«V)
5@exp(«V /Te2je)11#-1, where«V 5\V(u11)2/ 4u; nVE

andnVD are the LO-phonon emission and decay frequenc
respectively, the former defined as

nVE5
1

tV

Te

2\V
u23/2lnF11

f e~«V!

f Ve
G ~11!

and the latter assumed constant, i.e., independent of the
rameters of the electron gas.

Finally, Eqs. ~1!–~11! provide the fully self-contained
description of the optically pumped semiconductor etal
The relevant numerical parameters of the band structure
carrier-phonon–photon interactions, used in the further m
eling, all correspond to the bulkn1-In0.53Ga0.47As and they
are taken from Refs. 16 and 20. In Secs. III–V, the sugges
mechanism for competing electronic nonlinearities, fast
tical bistability and regenerative oscillations in the semico
ductor etalon are discussed on the basis of this model.

III. MECHANISM OF COMPETING NONLINEARITIES

Under the assumed excitation condition, ON of a sem
conductor medium results from a dependence of its dielec
function on the carrier concentration and effective tempe
ture, which two are subject to change with a variation of t
optical field. This is the parametrical kind of nonlinearit
since it is seen only through the change of the parameter
the medium,Nh(Ne) and Te @further, Nh(Ne)- and Te- re-
lated ONs are referred as the concentration and tempera
nonlinearities, respectively#.

The computed spectra of the change in the int
band absorption coefficient,dacv5acv(v,Nh ,Ne ,Te)
2acv(v,0, N0 ,T0), and related change in the propagati
2025Tolstikhin, Grigor’yants, and van de Roer
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constant,dbcv , caused by the variations ofNh(Ne) andTe ,
are shown in Fig. 1. As is seen from the plots, the car
concentration and temperature influences upon both thedacv
and dbcv are completely different; that is attributed to th
opposite effects ofNh(Ne) andTe on the band filling.21 Ac-
tually, the interband absorption in a degenerate semicon
tor in a spectral region corresponding to the direct transiti
below the Fermi level is reduced by the band filling, which
known as a Burstein–Moss effect.22 Increase of the carrie
concentration enhances the band filling and, hence, red
the interband absorption further@dashed line in Fig. 1~a!#. In
contrast, a rise of the carrier temperature suppresses the
filling, via a redistribution of the electrons toward the high
energy states, resulting in increase ofacv below the Fermi
level and decrease ofacv above the Fermi level@solid line in
Fig. 1~a!#. Corresponding changes in the propagation c
stant@given in Fig. 1~b! also in dashed and solid lines# just
reflect the changes in the interband absorption coeffici

FIG. 1. Spectra of the change in~a! interband absorption coefficient and~b!
related carrier contribution to the propagation constant in the b
n1-In0.53Ga0.47As, both caused by the variations of the electron effect
temperature and hole~electron! concentration referred to the dark stat
Nh50, Ne5N0, andTe5T0 .
2026 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 5, 1 September 1997
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according to the Kramers–Kronig transformation~6!. The
computed temperature and concentration dependencies o
dacv and dbcv under the Burstein–Moss effect condition
are given in Fig. 2. It is seen that a reasonable growth of
electron temperature is capable of drastically increasing
interband absorption, initially almost completely suppress
by the band filling, which also results in a considerable r
of the propagation constant@Fig. 2~a!#. At the same time, a
relatively small increase of the carrier concentration provid
a way for a nearly linear decrease of both the interband
sorption coefficient and propagation constant@Fig. 2~b!#.

In the optically pumped semiconductor etalon, eitherTe

andNh(Ne) are increased due to the light-carrier interacti
within the cavity. So, optical heating is caused by a rele
of a certain energy as a result of every event of the interb
or intraband absorption, which is accounted by t

kFIG. 2. Change in the interband absorption coefficient~solid lines! and
related carrier contribution to the propagation constant~dashed lines! in the
bulk n1-In0.53Ga0.47As, referred to the dark state (Nh50, Ne5N0, andTe5
T0), as the functions of~a! electron temperature and~b! hole concentration.
Tolstikhin, Grigor’yants, and van de Roer
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first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~2!. Generally, the
interband absorption is a process much more probable
the intraband absorption, since the latter is the second-o
indirect ~impurity or phonon assistant! process. However
under the Burstein–Moss effect conditions, the interband
sorption is reduced and, therefore, the intraband absorp
can dominate, especially in the carrier heating@also, this is
due to the fact thatDc;\v is a considerably higher energ
than Dcv;(meh /me)(\v2«g): assuming\v5 950 meV,
one getsDcv /Dc5 0.2 in a case of the In0.53Ga0.47As#. If,
then, the temperature mechanism of nonlinearity prevails
it is explained as follows: The relatively weak intraband a
sorption heats up the electron gas and, therefore, suppre
the band filling, which eventually results in a switching o
the much stronger interband absorption, and hence, a dr
rise of the total absorption coefficient,a5ac1acv .12,23

Such an absorptive ON is immediately reflected in a co
sponding dispersive ON, and thus, the resulted tempera
nonlinearity is a combination of the two. Note, that althou
the increasing absorption due to the intraband optical hea
is itself capable of resulting in a resonatorless bistability,
associated dispersive ON is more efficient in the sens
provides a way to the lower threshold resonator bistability12

Then, optical generation, caused by the interband transit
and accounted by the first term on the right-hand side of
~1!, is subject to increase with a rise of the electron effect
temperature. As soon as the interband absorption is switc
on, the concentration nonlinearity becomes increasingly
portant and it appears as a decrease of the interband,
hence, the total, absorption coefficient, as well as the pro
gation constant, with an increase of the optical pump. Th
optical heating and generation effects on the band filli
resulting in a reversible darkening and bleaching, resp
tively, are the competing purely electronic mechanisms
the ON under the Burstein–Moss effect conditions.

IV. FAST OPTICAL BISTABILITY

The temperature and concentration ONs have essent
different relaxation rates, determined by the electron coo
time, tT5Ne(]P/]Te)

21 and the hole lifetime, tN

5(]R/]Nh)21 , respectively. In the vicinity of the equilib
rium state related to the modeling examples given in Fig
and 2,tT' 1 ps andtN' 1 ns. The difference is big enoug
to distinguish the fast~governed by the relaxation ofTe ! and
slow ~caused by the relaxation ofNh ! stages in the dynamic
of a nonlinear etalon and then on a time scale abovetT , but
well below tN , consider the nonequilibrium hole concentr
tion as a given parameter. Note that a considerable differe
in the relaxation rates of the competing ONs, resulting i
splitting of the fast and slow stages in the dynamics of
nonlinear system, is a general condition for a discussed k
of regenerative pulsations.1–9 In the fast stage, the respons
of the semiconductor etalon is determined only by the eff
tive electron temperatureTe which, computed as a functio
of the intensity of the incident light,I i , is shown in Fig. 3~a!.
In this modeling example, the initial~dark! state of the etalon
is slightly shifted from the resonance, assuming that a r
sonable increase of the electron temperature compensate
phase shift. So far as the heating of the electron gas is ca
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 5, 1 September 1997
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by the absorption of light,Te rises as the intracavity intensit
of radiation grows. The latter is achieved by approaching
resonance condition,c01dbd 50, and hence, increase o
the effective electron temperature leads to a growth of
intracavity light intensity and further carrier heating. If th
positive optical feedback, caused by the cavity, is sufficien
strong, this results in a fast optical bistability with a switc
ing time of the order oftT .12,23 Corresponding S-shape
characteristics ofTe as the function ofI i , in which interme-
diate state withdTe /dIi, 0 is unstable, are shown in Fig
3~a!. Optical response~in reflected signal! of the bistable
etalon is displayed in Fig. 3~b!.

The hole concentration is taken here as a given par
eter, which, physically, reflects the fact that it remains nea
constant on a time scale of establishing the electron temp

FIG. 3. Carrier heating induced bistability of the stationary pump
n1-In0.53Ga0.47As etalon:~a! electron temperature and~b! intensity of the
reflected light as the functions of intensity of the incident light. Equilibriu
~dark! state of the semiconductor medium is assumed the same as in Fi
and 2.
2027Tolstikhin, Grigor’yants, and van de Roer
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ture and intracavity optical field, resulting in the bistab
characteristics presented in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. However, the
hole ~electron! concentration is slowly changed, due to t
weak interband generation/recombination, and, as it is s
from Fig. 3, even a small variation ofNh in a range well
below N0 changes the stationary characteristics of the se
conductor etalon drastically. Rise of the hole concentrat
becomes apparent in two ways:~1! via a shift of the etalon
resonance, due to a reduction of the refractive index of
semiconductor medium, and~2! through an increase of th
etalon finesse, as a result of a reduction of the damp
caused by the interband absorption. As a result, the devic
monostable at lower and bistable at higherNh , i.e., it exhib-
its threshold behavior with respect to the hole concentrat
In the given numerical example, this threshold is abou
31016 cm23. Above the threshold, growth ofNh shifts the
hysteresis loops in bothTe(I i) and I r(I i) characteristics to-
ward the higher intensities of the incident light and mak
them wider. At a sufficiently high hole concentration, coe
ficient acv changes the sign, i.e., the interband absorptio
changed into the interband gain, and, should the combina
acv(\v2«g)/\v1ac change its sign, optical heating
switched to the optical cooling. However, an optically cool
semiconductor has a quasistationary state, i.e., a state w
remains nearly constant on the time scales belowtN , only
up to a certain, quite low, light intensity, limited by a recom
bination heating.

V. REGENERATIVE OSCILLATIONS

Change in the hole concentration causes the bistable
gions in bothTe andI r as the functions ofI i to slowly move,
always in the direction of switching. In fact, suppose tha
stationary pumped semiconductor etalon is in theon state.
Then, the intracavity light intensity,hI i , and the effective
electron temperature,Te , take their maximum values. Ca
rier generation, the stronger the higherTe , increases the fi-
nesse of the etalon and simultaneously shifts its resona
making the bistable region move slowly toward the high
I i . Once the lower intensity boundary of the hysteresis lo
crosses the actual pumping level, the etalon is quic
switched to theoff state, so that the intracavity intensity o
light and the electron temperature both reach their minim
values, while the hole concentration remains nearly const
The interband generation is now relatively weak or ev
changed into the stimulated recombination, resulting in a
duction of the hole concentration, approaching the resona
and lowering the etalon finesse, which eventually moves
bistable region toward the lowerI i . As soon as the highe
intensity boundary of the hysteresis loop crosses the ac
value of I i , the etalon is quickly switched back to theon
state. This is a repeated process which, as was pointed
first by McCall,1 results in the self-pulsations of a stationa
pumped etalon at a frequency determined by the slower
laxation process, i.e., in our case by the recombination
holes.

Oscillatory behavior of the etalon with the competin
concentration and temperature nonlinearities can be anal
by investigating a phase plane (Nh ,Te) of the rate Eqs.~1!
and~2!. Following a general scheme,24 the null-clines of Eqs.
2028 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 5, 1 September 1997
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~1! and ~2! @further referred as the null-clines~1! and ~2!,
respectively# are to be found; then, the stability of the stea
state~s!, determined as the intersection~s! of the null-clines, is
to be investigated and should any one be unstable, the e
tence of a limit circle surrounding this intersection point h
to be examined.

The computed null-clines~1! and~2! are given in Fig. 4.
It is seen, that despite having a similar structure, which
flects a balance between the optical generation of carr
@Eq. ~1!# or energy@Eq. ~2!#, on one hand, and carrier recom
bination or energy relaxation, on the other hand, in the ph
plane (Nh ,Te) these two equations behave differently. S
within some range of the intensities of the incident light, t
null-cline ~1! practically does not depend onI i and remains
single-valued, while the null-cline~2! depends onI i strongly
and becomes multi-valued at intensities higher than so
threshold intensity. The physics behind this difference can
clarified by rewriting the stationary Eqs.~1! and~2! in a form
as

acv~Nh ,Te!5\v
Nh

tN

1

hI i
, ~12!

ac~Te!1
\v2«g

\v
acv~Nh ,Te!5S DTe

Ne

tT
2«g

Nh

tN
D 1

hI i
,

~13!

and taking into account that under the actual conditions
hole concentrationNh , the splitting of the electron tempera
ture,DTe5Te2T0 , the characteristic hole lifetime,tN , and
the electron cooling time,tT , satisfy an inequality:

tT

tN

Nh

Ne

\v

DTe
!1. ~14!

FIG. 4. Phase portrait of the dynamic system described by Eqs.~1! and~2!.
Dashed sections on the null-clines~2! correspond to their unstable branche
Directions of switching in the regenerative oscillation regime are shown
arrows. Parameters of the etalon are the same as in Figs. 1–3.
Tolstikhin, Grigor’yants, and van de Roer
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Then, it is seen that as the intensity of the incident light,I i ,
increases, the null-clines~1! and~2! approachTe as the func-
tions of Nh , which diminish acv(Nh ,Te) and ac(Te)
1@(\v2«g)/\v#acv(Nh ,Te) , respectively. At sufficiently
high intensities, the null-clines are, therefore, independen
I i and they correspond to no optical generation of carr
@Eq. ~1!# or energy@Eq. ~2!#. However, due to the inequalit
~14!, there is a certain range ofI i , determined by the device
parameters and/or operational conditions, where Eq.~12! can
be replaced withacv(Nh ,Te)'0, but the right-hand side o
Eq. ~13! still cannot be neglected. Within this range, t
null-cline ~1! is governed only by the frequency of the inc
dent light, remaining a single-valued, monotonous curve
dependent ofI i , while the null-cline~2! may be quite sensi
tive to the changes inI i , especially in the etalon with a hig
finesse. The latter is determined, under the equal conditi
by the interband absorption coefficient,acv , which de-
creases and may even become negative asNh rises, resulting
in enhancement of the finesse and, at intensities higher
the threshold intensity, making the null-cline~2! multival-
ued.

In the given numerical example, the threshold intens
I th , is around 155 kW/cm2 and, disregarding whetherI i

,I th or I i.I th , there is only one intersection between tw
null-clines, corresponding to the only singular point of t
dynamic system described by Eqs.~1! and~2!. Linear analy-
sis of these equations in the vicinity of the singular poi
performed numerically, shows that this is actually anode
singular point, which is astable nodebelow the threshold
and unstable nodeabove the threshold, provided the inte
section point corresponds todTe /dNh. 0 on the null-cline
~2! ~dashed sections in Fig. 4!. In the first case, a stationar
pumped etalon responds also stationary, while in the sec
case it has no stationary state at all.

To analyze the phase trajectories of the dynamic sys
described by Eqs.~1! and ~2! in the case of the unstabl
singular point, we make use of the huge difference betw
theTe- andNh-relaxation times (tT is about three orders les
than tN), and distinguish the fast and slow motions in t
plane (Nh ,Te). On the time scales abovetT , the electron
temperature follows adiabatically the hole concentration,
that the phase trajectory@Nh(t),Te(t)# is close to the null-
cline ~2!. This is the slow motion which, however, is possib
as far as the state of an etalon, described by the statio
Eq. ~2!, remains stable with respect to the fast variations
the electron temperature. Only branches of the null-cline~2!
corresponding todTe /dNh, 0 ~solid sections in Fig. 4! are
stable, and should the initial mapping point lie outside the
it reaches one of the stable branches in a time abouttT . This
is the fast motion and it corresponds to the phase trajecto
almost parallel toTe-axis, whereNh remains nearly constan
~vertical lines marked by arrows, in Fig. 4!. Thus, a discon-
tinuous limit cycle consisting of the slow motion over th
stable branches of the null-cline~2!, and fast switching be-
tween them at the points where derivativedTe /dNh changes
the sign, arises, provided the only singular point of the c
sidered system corresponds todTe /dNh, 0, i.e., null-clines
~1! and~2! intersect each other as it is shown in Fig. 4. So
as the null-cline~1! corresponds toacv(Nh ,Te)50, only a
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 5, 1 September 1997
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part of the limit cycle above this null-cline is associated w
the interband absorption,acv. 0, while the part below the
null-cline ~1! is related to the interband gain,acv, 0. Hence,
in a periodic motion over the limit cycle, generation of th
extra carriers is changed into their stimulated recombina
and vice versa.

According to a general theory,24 presence of the limit
cycle in the phase portrait of a dynamic system of the sec
order is the required and sufficient condition for its se
oscillations, which, in our case, appear as the periodic p
sations of a stationary pumped etalon. The period of th
self-pulsations is estimated as the time of the slow mot
over the limit cycle, and it is determined by the relaxation
the hole concentration after the fast switching of the elect
temperature. The period can be varied, to some extent
tuning the parameters of the semiconductor etalon, as we
the frequency and intensity of the optical pump, and, u
mately, it can be reduced up totN , i.e., the frequency of
self-oscillations can be enhanced toward the GHz ran
Taking into account that the phase portrait of the syst
under consideration is qualitatively similar to that of an e
lon with the competing concentration and thermal mec
nisms of ON, some analogies in the nonlinear dynamics
these two systems could be expected as well. So, phenom
like the soft and sudden onsets of the self-oscillatio
single-shot and periodic generation of the optical puls
hysteresislike transitions between different oscillato
modes, all studied with respect to the etalon with compet
concentration and thermal mechanisms of ON~Refs. 2–7
and 9!, probably have to appear also in the etalon with t
purely electronic mechanisms of ON, but on much shor
time scales.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a novel physical mechanism of the co
peting optical nonlinearities, resulting in the regenerative
cillations of a bistable semiconductor etalon, is proposed
theoretically studied. The electronic nature of both the co
peting nonlinearities provides a way for having these os
lations at a high frequency. Under the actual practice con
tions, the period of self-oscillations is limited by the Aug
recombination time in a heavily degeneraten-type semicon-
ductor, which enables one to increase the frequency of
generative oscillations toward the GHz range. The ability
obtain the optical pulses at GHz repetition frequencies fr
a ~quasi!stationary pumped device makes the bistable se
conductor etalon with the competing electronic nonlinearit
a promising element for applications in all-optical digit
systems.
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